
  

HLN110 Portable Leeb Hardness Tester 

 

Applications: 

·Hardness test of products for mass producing.  

·Site hardness test for machinery after installation or 
permanent assembly parts. 

·Hardness test for heavy parts.   

·Hardness lest for the mould cavity.  

·Hardness test for small space of machinery parts.

·Failure analysis of pressure container, turbogenerator 
group and its equipments 

·Bearing and other parts. 

·Distinguishing metal material in stock.    

·Hardness controlling test for the heat treatment of 
anneal, temper, quench, etc.    

                                                                                               
Features: 

·Based on the principle of Leeb hardness testing theory. It can measure many met

·One main unit can match to 6 impact devices

·Support Steel ,when using D/DC sensor to test steel,it can show HB directly,no need to check manually.

·High-contrast Segment LCD ，easy to use

·Software calibration automatically.

·100 groups (impact times 32 ~ 1) hardness measurements, each set of data includes single testing value, 
average value, measurement date / time, impact direction, frequency, material, hardness, and other 
information. 

·Real-time display the remaining battery power, char

·High brightness EL back-light display for easy use in dimly environment.

·Automatic sleep and shutdown and other power

·Integrated thermal printer with the instrument as a whole, and quiet operati
can print the test report on-site. 

·Equipped with PC software (optional), with functions of measurements transmission , value storage 
management, statistical analysis of the measured value, the print report of measured value, bat
instrument parameters , to meet the higher  requirements of quality for activities and management.
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·Based on the principle of Leeb hardness testing theory. It can measure many met

·One main unit can match to 6 impact devices 

·Support Steel ,when using D/DC sensor to test steel,it can show HB directly,no need to check manually.

easy to use 

·Software calibration automatically. 

impact times 32 ~ 1) hardness measurements, each set of data includes single testing value, 
average value, measurement date / time, impact direction, frequency, material, hardness, and other 

time display the remaining battery power, charging progress is displayed while charging.

light display for easy use in dimly environment. 

·Automatic sleep and shutdown and other power-saving features 

·Integrated thermal printer with the instrument as a whole, and quiet operation, fast print speeds, you 

·Equipped with PC software (optional), with functions of measurements transmission , value storage 
management, statistical analysis of the measured value, the print report of measured value, bat
instrument parameters , to meet the higher  requirements of quality for activities and management.
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·Based on the principle of Leeb hardness testing theory. It can measure many metallic materials. 

·Support Steel ,when using D/DC sensor to test steel,it can show HB directly,no need to check manually. 

impact times 32 ~ 1) hardness measurements, each set of data includes single testing value, 
average value, measurement date / time, impact direction, frequency, material, hardness, and other 

ging progress is displayed while charging. 

on, fast print speeds, you 

·Equipped with PC software (optional), with functions of measurements transmission , value storage 
management, statistical analysis of the measured value, the print report of measured value, batch setting 
instrument parameters , to meet the higher  requirements of quality for activities and management. 



  

·Small size, portable, , stable and reliable performance, suitable for harsh environment field operations, 
prevent from vibration,  shock and elec

 

Technical Parameter: 

Measure scope:170HLD~960HLD. 

Testing direction: 360 .℃  

Testing material:10 varieties. 

Hardness scale: HL HRC HRB HRA HB HV HS.

Display:High-contrast Segment LCD

Integrated data memory： 100 measurement series.(Relative to average times 32

Battery:  6V( Ni-MH battery pack) 

Power supply:9V/500mA  

Recharge time:2.5-3.5hours  

Continuous operating period：about 150 hours

Communication：USB1.1  

 

One Main machine           

1 D type impact device 

1 Small support ring  

1 Small support ring 

1 High-value leeb hardness piece 

1 Battery charger  

1 Bottle of adhesive 

1 piece of Nylon brush piece   

 

            

·Small size, portable, , stable and reliable performance, suitable for harsh environment field operations, 
prevent from vibration,  shock and electromagnetic interference. 

 

Hardness scale: HL HRC HRB HRA HB HV HS. 

contrast Segment LCD 

100 measurement series.(Relative to average times 32

MH battery pack)  

about 150 hours（with default brightness）  

 

value leeb hardness piece  

·Small size, portable, , stable and reliable performance, suitable for harsh environment field operations, 

100 measurement series.(Relative to average times 32～1)  


